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Fall 2016 
 
IDSC 480-1 (CRN 42038) – Honors Searching for Wisdom  
Fall 2016 – T 3:25-5:00 PM  Location:  MHC 211 
Faculty:  Michael Andregg (Athletics & Recreation) and Gary Atkinson (Philosophy) 
 
This seminar will examine many forms of alleged wisdom literature and two allegedly wise guest professors to 
address five fundamental questions: What is wisdom? How does one find, collect or cultivate wisdom? How does 
‘wisdom literature’ differ from other forms? Can one find sources of wisdom other than literature (like grandmothers, 
nature, or intuition)? Can one objectively adjudicate profound differences of opinion on this inherently subjective 
topic? 

 

IDSC 480-2 (CRN 42039) – Honors Knowledge is Power? 
Fall 2016 – W 1:35-3:10 PM  Location:  MHC 211 
Faculty:  Will Cavert (History) and Peter Distelzweig (Philosophy) 
 
“Ipsa scientia potestas est.” 
 
Francis Bacon (1561-1626) devoted his life to politics and to power, to the law and to government. Yet he is 
primarily remembered today as a philosopher and even as the founder of the scientific method. No one did more 
than Bacon to shape and inspire the “Scientific Revolution” of the 17th century. He helped to change attitudes 
towards knowledge, experiment, and technology, and the political organization needed to achieve them. 
 
This seminar asks how one of the leading political figures in 17th-century England was able to change the way that 
Europeans thought about knowledge. Above all, we will ask what it meant then – and what it still means today – for 
Bacon to say that “knowledge itself is power.” 

 

IDSC 480-3 (CRN 42041) – Honors Gender, Sexuality and Human Rights 
Fall 2016 – T 9:55-11:35 AM  Location:  MHC 211 
Faculty:  Teresa Collett (Teaching & Research Law) 
 
NOTE:  This seminar DOES NOT appear in Class Finder as registration for a one-professor seminar is 
controlled by the faculty member. Please contact Teresa Collett (tscollett@stthomas.edu, 651-962-4973) directly 
if you would like to be enrolled in this seminar. 
 
This course will introduce students to competing understandings of the human person as well as various 
understandings of human sexuality. The legal treatment of issues such as childbearing, assisted reproduction, 
marriage, divorce, adultery, contraception, abortion, sexual identity, and sexual violence will be explored.  The 
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church on the anthropology of the person and human sexuality will be contrasted 
with a secular view in the context of emerging international law.  A variety of legal sources (e.g. statutes, cases, 
advocacy materials and articles) will be examined to explore the dominant approach of international agreements 
regarding human sexuality. 

 
 



 
IDSC 480-4 (CRN 42641) – Honors Nature & Spirituality 
Fall 2016 – R 9:55-11:35 AM  Location:  MHC 211 
Faculty:  Steven Laumakis (Philosophy) and Mark Neuzil (Communication & Journalism) 
 
From ancient texts to the present day, writers have been interested in the intersection of nature and spirituality. This 
course looks at works from Eastern (Buddhism, Daoism) and Western (primarily Christianity) traditions and 
compares and contrasts them. 

 
IDSC 480-5 (CRN 42042) – Honors History’s Future 
Fall 2016 – W 3:25-5:00 PM  Location:  MHC 211 
Faculty: Michael Klein (Justice & Peace Studies) and Damon Shoholm (Amherst H. Wilder Foundation) 
 
Fort Snelling sits at the confluence of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers, and at the intersections of history for 
diverse peoples who call the area home. It is a symbolically charged site representing: creation and genocide for 
the Dakota, settlement and progress for white Americans, slavery and segregation for African-Americans, ancestry 
and nationality for Japanese-Americans. As a contested Site of Conscience, we will examine how voices and 
worldviews are represented at Fort Snelling, in this crucial time when its future will be shaped by the Minnesota 
Historical Society, Minnesota Legislature, and representatives of these diverse constituencies. 

 
IDSC 480-6 (CRN 40184) – Honors Darwin’s Origin of Species 
Fall 2016 – T 9:55-11:35 AM  Location:  MHC 207 
Faculty:  Kenneth Kemp (Philosophy) and Gaston (Chip) Small (Biology) 
 
This course will introduce students to Charles Darwin’s three fundamental ideas—the common ancestry of all living 
things, the differential modification of species by natural selection, and the idea that man is not different in kind from 
animals. This will be done primarily through a close reading of extensive selections from two of his major works—
The Origin of Species and The Descent of Man—but supplemented by computer-based simulations of some of the 
natural phenomena that constituted his evidence and a limited amount of reading from other sources. The course 
will examine both the evidence Darwin marshals and the structure of his argument. It will place Darwin’s work in its 
historical context by looking at William Paley’s Natural Theology and Charles Lyell’s Principles of Geology and will 
look at ways in which later scientific work such as Mendelian genetics and continental drift have strengthened the 
case that can be made for common ancestry and natural selection. It will also look briefly at challenges to natural 
selection that have been raised under the banner of “intelligent design” and, in a little more detail, at an Aristotelian 
defense of human exceptionalism, the idea that man is different in kind from animals. 
 
The primary emphasis of this course will be a scientific, philosophical, and historical look at scientific work, but the 
course will give some attention to the relation between science and religion. 


